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1 Introduction

Co~puters
~re
best known for their ~bility to "compute" -- to add,
subtract, multiply, and divide
at incredible speeds with unerring accuPacy.
For decades, social scientists have used the computer's arithmetic capabilities
for statistic~l an~lysis of soci~l, economic, and political data.
More
recently, social scientists have begun to use
the
computer's
logical
capabilities in their "qualitative" work as well. At many universities in the
United States and abroad, for example, the computer is quickly becoming an
important aid in scholarly writing -- witness my use of a computer program for
"word processing" in writing this paper.

It is but a short step from such word processing applications to more
sophisticated "textual analysis," which goes beyond using the computer as a
superior typing device to exploiting its capacity
to
analyze
logical
relationships among words. This power makes the computer useful for preparing
structured lists of names or terms and associated descriptions -- such as
dictionaries, glossaries, or thesauri. Riggs has recently developed a method
for using a microcomputer to produce a social science concept "glossaurus" -- a
combination glossary and thesaurus for social science concepts and terms. [1)
Riggs envisions
a new kind of conceptual glossary that can provide, in a systematic
(classified) way, definitions of the important concepts that are needed in
a given subJect field. Each concept record in such a glossary is
accompanied by as many terms as may be used to specialists to designate
it. This method of designing glossaries is precisely the opposite of the
familiar one usually found in dictionaries where entry terms are arranged

1. Fred W. Riggs, "COCTA-Gloss~ries: The ·~na-semantic. perspective," in Fred W.
Riggs (ed.), I~~ gQ~I~ g~~f~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~9i~g~ of ~~~ g~~f~~~~~~ Q~ gQ~~~E~~~!
~~9 I~~~!~~l~g!~~l ~~~lY~!~ !~ ~~~ ~~~!~1 ~~!~~~~~~ Frankfurt:
Indeks Verlag,
1982. Pp. 234-276.
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alphabetically and followed by as many definitions as there are concepts
for which that term-form may be used. (2]

1.1 A Computerized Glossaurus
• Riggs has begun preparing a draft glossaurus for concepts pertaining to
ethnic studies or "ethnicity." He is using a computer for entering and
organizing the conceptual definitions in his prototype glossaurus. He contef.lds:
When compiled in an automated data base fro~ which frequently revised
print-outs can be made, this new kind of CaCTA-glossary will, it is
anticipated, facilitate the introduction and general acceptance, among
specialists in given subJect fields, of new concepts and terms that can
help them communicate more intelligibly and conveniently with each other.
(3] Given the transportability of machine-readable data, it is conceivable that
the ethnicity glossaurus could be distributed in electronic form for auto~ted
search and retrieval by other scholars. Indeed, other scholars ~ight contribute
their own machine-readable concepts on ethnicity to the data, improving its
coverage and timeliness.

The lowered cost and increased capabilities of microcomputers provide a new
opportunity for localized preparation of specialized glossaries on focused
topics which could, in principle, be shared among scholars and their computers
and could, in principle, be merged to produce a comprehensive "master"
glossaurus for a given field or even a discipline. Although computers offer
this capability ~~ EE~~~~E!~, there are definite problems in realizing their
capabilities in practice.

The
problem
of compatibility is not unique to the
exchange
of
machine-readable files.
Because compatibility is an issue in information
transfer in any form, it is helpful to introduce some general considerations
about exchange between information systems before dealing with the technical
problems introduced by computerization. Fortunately, the general topic has been

2. Riggs, p.7

3. ibid.
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treated comprehensively by Lancaster and Smith in a recent UNESCO report. (4] I
will draw heavily on their work in reviewing so~e aSJor distinctions and issues
that pertain to our glossauri proJect.
All citations to Lancaster and Smith
will be enclosed in brackets and refer to pages in tt~ir draft manuscript, which
of course is subJect to change before publication .

, .....
2.1 Definition of "Compatible" and "Convertible"
~ .

Lancaster and Saith say that different information syste~s are £Q!Q~~!Q!~
"if they can operate together in harmony (e.g., can communicate effectively or
exchange records with a Jlinhu. of effort)." (p.l]
If two machine-readable data bases are digitally encoded according to the
same conventions and if they use the same record for.at, the data bases
can be considered compatible. This should mean that both can be
nanipulated by the same computer software without any further processing.
[p.2]
~
Lancaster and Smith identify three "levels" of compatibility: QhY§!£~! (e.g.,
using the same size computer diskettes), ;Qr~~~ (e.g., number of tracks and
density of recording), and i~~~!!~£~~~! (e.g., content of the records).
(p.15)
If two information systems differ significantly on any of these levels, they are
not strictly compatible.
Ironically, small differences between
computer-based systems at the
intellectual level are less likely to impair compatibility
than
small
differences at either the physical or format level, which often frustrate
attempts at information exchange. When two computer tapes are identical in
intellectual content but cannot be read for technical reasons by the target
institutions, it can be particularly vexing.
The problem of "technical" incompatibility at the physical and format
levels can often be solved through the concept of £Q~~~~~!~!!!~Y -- the process
of translating information from one form into another -- which Lancaster and
Smith describe as a more general property
than
compatibility.
(p.2)
Fortunately, convertibility is often aided by the very computer technology that
caused the incompatibility in the first place. There usually exists computer
hardware that transfers information in one physical form (e.g., tape) to another
(e.g., diskettes). Similarly, computer software sometimes exists or can be
written to translate information from one format into another.
In fact,
software can sometimes even convert files that are !~~~!!~S~~~!!y incompatible
by programming them for term analysis and substitution.

4. F. Wilfrid Lancaster and

Linda C. Smith, gQ~Q~~iQi!i~Y I§§~~§ ~tt~~~i~g
and ~~~y!S~~~ ~ ~~E~~~ ~~~E~~~~ ~~~ ~~~ Q~~~~~~~ of the
~~~~~~! !~!~~~~~!~~ ~~29~~~~~ ~! ~~~§gQ. Urbana: Graduate School
of Library and
Infor mation Science, UniverSity of Illinois, draft dated October, 1982.
!~f~~~~~!~~

~y~~~~~
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2.2 Compatibility, Convertibility, and Standardization
Both compatibility and convertibility
Lancaster and Smith illustrate:

are

enhanced

by

~~~~9~~9!~~~iQ~.

if two information centres construct thesauri that adhere closely to the
of the International Organization for Standardization (ISO), the
two thesauri will be more co~patible (and, therefore, more easily merged
or converted one to another) than would be true if two different standards
were followed or if no standards at all had been adopted." [p.3]

~ . standards

On the other hand, standardization has its costs: "Since each information
service has its own ~E~~!~! community of users, with Q!~~~~~ needs, adherence to
certain types of standards may actually reduce some aspect of effectiveness.
[p.21]
Much of their report deals with standards for document representation and
index languages. A considerable portion focuses on standards for "bibliogr&phic
descriptions" [p.28], treating
such
matters as record for.ats, content
designators, exchange formats, script conversion, and the like. While most of
this material is peripheral to our concerns with construction glossauri for
social science concepts, some points are quite instructive. For example, they
report experiences among libraries in the construction of an "authority file" -"a list of the access points previously used in cataloguing" [pp.71-72] which
helps insure consistency both within and between library systems. Lancaster and
Smith cite Hill's conclusion that
high-quality, consistent authority work can be performed in a
decentralized manner • • . [and] successful creation of a consistent
national bibliographical database depends heavily on the successful and
efficient sharing of authority data.
[5] The preparation of international authority files, on the other hand, are
more problematic, and Lancaster and Smith prefer instead "the compilation of
compatible nationally-maintained authority files with cross-references to allow
conversions to be made automatically from one form of name to another." [p.75J

2.3 Problems in Standardization
Lancaster and Smith see
definite
limits
to standardization among
information systems: "Adoption of a completely standardized vocabulary for all

5. J.S. Hill, "The NorthWestern Africana ProJect: an experiment in decentralized
bibliographic and authority control," gQ!!~g~ ~~9 B~~~~~~~ ~!Q~~~i~~, 42 (1981),
p.331
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specialist fields, where detailed indexing of (say) science Journals is
involved, see ms co mpletely i mpractica l ."
(p.82J Moreover, they find little
co mm onality in vocabulary among infor mation centers in the same field,
which
helps explain infor ~ ation scientists' preoccupat i on ~jth co n patibility.
(p. 83]
The irony is that controlled vocabularies tend to reduce ~~t~~~~ syste m
co mpatibility while pro ~ oting internal consistency ~!th!~ infor nation syste Ds:
Consider, for exa ~ ple, t wo data bases in the biological sciences, each one
of bibliographic citations plus abstracts in English. Given
technical compatibility (in encoding conventions and record for mats),
these data bases are easily merged. More important, however, a single
search strategy can be used to interrogate the merged file since the
ter minology used in one set of abstracts, being essentially the language
of scientific discourse, should not differ substantially fro m that used in
the other.

, " ~ ~onsisting

Suppose, on the other hand, that each data base is indexed by means of a
d i fferent thesaur us. Given technical co mpatibility, the two files can
again be merged. But they cannot be searched by means of an identical
strategy, for a single concept might be quite differently represented~in
the two vocabularies. pp.83-84J
Lancaster and Smith
discuss
complications
in converting thesaurus
vocabularies bet ween information systems in so me detail. Following standards
for thesaurus construction helps conversion, but structural compatibility is not
the only consideration. The problem of mapping between information systems
becomes increasingly complex with increases in the number of syste ms. For
example, two systems, A and B, only need two mapping procedures: A--->B and
B--->A, but full exchange among four syste ms requires 12 separate mapping
operations.
(p. 86]
Lanca~ter
and Smith credit Neville(6J for
reconciling different vocabularies.
Neville
correspondence":

inventorying
identifies

difficulties
six "levels

in
of

1.

Exact ~2~~~~E2g2~g~~~
This includes singular/plural variations.
Thus, AIRFIELD and AIRFIELDS
are considered identical.
Also
included are exactly synonymous terms in different languages.
FLUGPLATZE, for example, ia considered to exactly correspond to
AIRFIELD.

2.

~Y~Q~Y~Y~

UNDERGROUND STRUCTURES, BURIED STRUCTURES and SUBSURFACE
STRUCTURES can all be
considered synonymous.
Someti mes such
synonyms are identified explicitly
through " cross
references
appearing in one of the thesaur i .
The reference UNDERGROUND
STRUCTURES use SUBSURFACE STRUCTURES, for exa mple, indicates that
these terms are considered synony mous, at least by the co mpilers of

6. H. H.
Neville,
"Feasibility
Study
of
Abstracts
and Indexes in
Inter-Disciplinary Areas," ~Q~~~~l Q! QQ~~ ~ ~~t~t!Q~(London), 26 (1970), 313-336.
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one particular thesaurus.
3.

~Q~~ifi~

to Q~Q~Q~~ ~~~!~
The term SNO~DRIfTS, for example,
appearing in vocabulary B, may need to b~~apped to the more generic
term SNO~ in vocabulary A.

4.

I~~ ~ ~~QQigg

~~ Qiff~~~g~ l~Y~l§ Qf Q[~:~QQ[Qig~~i2g~ For exa mple,
t he term FROST
PENETRATION
in one vocabulary is considered
equivalent to two terms, FROST and PENETRATION, in a second. In a
.ore complex and less obvious example, the term STIFFNESS METHODS in
A may be taken as equivalent to the terms STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS and
DISPLACEMENT in B.

5.

~gt2gy~§~

6.

The tern
~~~~gtis f~St2~i~g~
This is the most complex situation.
THERMOMETER in thesaurus A can only be translated into three
uniterms, TERMPERATURE, MEASUREMENT and INSTRUMENT, in thesaurus B.
[pp.88-89]

The term CONTRACTION may be considered equivalent to
EXPANSIO N in one vocabulary or to EXPANSION/CONTRACTION in another.

Special problems of thesaurus reconciliation in
treated by Sager et al.[7)

the

social

sciences

are

2.4 Standardized Vocabularies and a Social Science Glossaurus
These difficulties of "mapping" between vocabularies, which pose a lIIaJor
problem in constructing a ~~~~:2~!~rr~~Q thesaurus should not
prove
as
troublesome to building a ~2n~~Qt=2~~~nt~g glossaurus (as Riggs has proposed)
except for the alphabetized index to terms used for concepts defined in the
glossaurus.
But the mapping problem is · likely to confront the glossaurus
proJect directly if and when the glossaurus becomes multilingual.
Presumably,
the English definitions could be readily translated into foreign languages with
little difficulty, but the ~~E!~ to which the concepts are linked will need to
be mapped between languages.
Lancaster and Smith propose an "intermediate lexicon" as a neutral
"switching" language that can be used to convert
between
standardized
vocabularies [po 86] They offer this example: Suppose the vocabulary of system A
uses TUMORS while that of system B uses NEOPLASMS for the same pheno menon. One
could assign a number, say 17904, as the "neutral" intermediate lexicon code to
be used for the translation.
[p.94] They suggest that the intermediate lexicon
concept is especially useful in a multilingual environment.
[p.951 Moreover,

7. J. C. Sager, H.L. Somers, J. McNaught, "Thesaurus Integration in the Social
Sciences.
Part 1. Comparison of Thesauri," !~t~r~~t!Q~~1
gl~§§!f!~~tiQn
(Munich), 8 (1981), 16-22.
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they cite several studies claiming success in using "switched indexing" with
intermediate lexicons in retrieval tests.
[p.961 In the same vein, and of
special relevance to constructing a concept glossaurus, is their reference to
the same work by Neville [cited aboveJ,
who . ~lassified the levels of
correspondence among terms to
aid
his
proposal
for
developing
"'a
supra-thesaurus' consisting of code nu . bers to represent all of the concepts
represented in the various vocabularies." [p.96J
• ~ndeed, Neville's idea of a "supra-thesaurus" for engineering see ms very
similar to Riggs' vision of a concept glossaurus for the social sciences.
Neville's general method for directly converting any keywords from one thesaurus
into the appropriate keywords of another involves a form of switched indexing
using number codes to the underlying ~2~~~E~§ as the intermediate lexicon:
The basis for the possibility of devising such a general methods lies in
the assumption that it is concepts that are indexed, the keywords merely
being convenient though sometimes arbitrary labels for concepts, and that
broadly speaking, thesauri covering the same subJect must cater for the
same concepts, although they may use quite different keywords to label
them. If these concepts can be identified in each thesaurus and give~
unique code numbers, then the series of code nu mbers will enable keywords
of one system to be converted into the appropriate keywords of any other
participating system. [8]
Neville notes, however, that his method was only at the testing stage in 1970,
and Lancaster and Smith make no reference to subsequent progress.
Lancaster and Smith conclude their discussion of vocabulary reconciliation
on a hopeful note, saying that it "seems possible, whether through an
intermediate lexicon or otherwise." [p.1281 However, one is hard-pressed to
discern the basis for their optimism, given their statement that "while research
on vocabularly convertibility has proceeded for at least 20 years, actual
implementations of conversion or switching proJects, in a real information
service environment, are practically nonexistent." [p.129] (Witness Neville's
experience.) Instead, the common practice is to develop a new vocabulary when a
new information
serVlce is created, thus profliferating thesauri.
Even
standards agencies tend to ignore the thesauri of other standards agencies. [po
130] It would seem that the advantages of standards are not so compelling to
dictate their adherence.

2.5 Terminology Data Banks
As mentioned, the Lancaster and Smith report was primarily directed to
compatibility of information systems involving bibliographic materials. They
touch on, but do not treat in any depth, the compatibility of terminological

8. Neville, p.

314.
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data banks, which they see growing in
definition of a terminology data bank as

importance.

They

quote

De

Besse's

a kind of living multingual electronic diction~!y containing hundreds of
thousands of technical and scientific terms together with the appropriate
terminological information.
[9J Obviously, the COCTA glossaurus project can be viewed as a type of
data bank. [10J
Lancaster and Smith say little about standards for
terminological data banks, except noting that ter~inological standards are the
province of the International Information Centre for Terminology (INFOTERH),
with headquarters in Vienna.
[p.133J INFOTERM is oriented toward the physical
and natural sciences. Concerning terminology banks in the social sciences,
Lancaster and Smith say only that the UNESCO proJect, INTERCONCEPT, was launched
in 1977 with the goal of establishing a bank of ter~s and definitions in the
social sciences.
[p.134]
ter~inology

Of course, Fred Riggs, who served as rapporteur for the 1977 meeting that
founded INTERCONCEPT, has continued to be centrally involved in INTERCONCEPT
provide,. for
activities. [11]
His
connection
with
INTERCONCEPT
should
compatibility between the two projects when the issue arises.

2.6 Summary and Conclusions on Compatibility
Summing up their report on compatibility in information systems,
and Smith say that the message seems clear:

Lancaster

information centres cannot afford to be completely self-sufficient;
adherence to well-established standards greatly improves the probability
that one organization can make effective and economical use of the
products and services of others . . [p.225J
Throughout the report, they mentioned two alternative approaches to achieving
compatibility: standardization and conversion. A high degree of standardization
(physical, format,
and intellectual) is sufficient for compatibility in
information systems. But meticUlous standardization in practice is equivalent
to ridigity and can be stultifying to the creation of new knowledge rather than

Terminology,~ in QY~~92!!g9 ~h~
k~g9Y~9~
~~~~i~ri
!nfQr~~~iQn ~y§~g~§ ~n9 Ng~~Qrh§L ~~~gmQQ~rgL ~=§ ~~y

9. B. DeBesse, "Multilingual

Ihirg

g~rQQg~n

!~ZZL ~2±Y!~ ~.

10.

gQngrg§§ Qn

(Munich: Verlag Dokumentation, 1977) P,133

I~~~igQ1Qgy Q~t~ ~~g~§.

(Munich: K.G. Saur, 1980.)

11. Fred w. Riggs, "Interconcept Report: A New Paradigm for
Terminology Problems of the Social Sciences." ~~QQ~t§ ~g9 ~~Q~~§
~~i§~~g§L ~Q~ 1Z. (Paris: UNESCO, 1981.)

Solving

the

!~ th~ ~Q~i~±
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the accumulation of old.
Where no standards exist or where standards are felt to be too restrictive
to satisfy local needs, mechanisms for convers}pn may still allow a given
syste m to achieve compatibility with another syste~ for purposes of
sharing resources. Although in principle convertibility has been
recognized as an alternative to compatibility for some time, in practice
it is only with new developments in technology that it has emerged as a
.· · ~ . ~easible alternative to standardization for reducing many sources of
incompatibility between systems. [p.238J
Although it would seem that convertibility through technology offers · an
answer to co mpatibility problems between information systems (and to our
particular desire to produce entries for a social science glossaurus locally for
central processing), the answer lies more in the future than in the present.
Intervening between now and then are technical problems of compatibility between
computer systems. As Lancaster and Smith note a few pages earlier:
The fact is that computer and telecommunications technologies are
moving t oo fast for the standards bodies. Progress cannot be held up~
while appropriate standards are developed. Standards derive fro~
operating experience. There is a pragmatic implementation of standards
within information systems, particularly those that are most innovative,
long before the standardizing agencies become directly involved. [p.228J
As we will see in the next section, the technology that may ultimately make it
possible to engage in a decentralized, international, process of preparing
entries for social science glossauri on multiple 8ubfielda ia not yet within
comfortable grasp, but it has moved within our reach.

As Lancaster and Smith have noted, "standards derive from operating
experience." Riggs has been gaining such experience in the process of preparing
his draft CaCTA-Glossary for "Ethnicity."[12J Riggs refers to his effort as a
"glossaurus," for it combines features of conventional glossories and thesauri
but
differs
fundamentally
from
both:
"It
arranges concept
records
systematically, as in a thesaurus, but provides definitions, as in a glossary."
Ultimately a set of such GaGTA-glossaries can be combined, in series, to

12. Fred W. Riggs, "The Draft GaGTA-Glossary for 'Ethnicity' (Ethnic Studies);
Printout of 10 Feb. 1983." Honolulu, Hawaii: Political Science Department, 51
pages (mi meograph).
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constitute a comprehensive conceptual encyclopedia for the social
sciences, with a cumulative index to all glossaries in in the set. The
maintenance of records in an automated data base that can be continuously
revised and reproduced (as illustrated in [the . ~omputer] printout)
provides a mechanism for the up-dating of concepts and terms used in any
subject field.
[13] Riggs' draft glossaurus on ethnicity contains 164 concepts, several hundred
which these concepts are known, and citations to sources that define
the concepts. The definitions, terms, and sources were all entered into a
computer programmed for word-processing and the output was sorted by concepts
and cross-referenced (i .e., "indexed") by supporting citations and tenls that
have been applied to the concepts. Sample pages from the output are given in
Figures 1, 2, and 3.
ter~~ · by

Reference Figure 1

Figure 1 reproduces the first page of the main portion
glossaurus: a listing of the concepts and their definitions.
purposes, the concepts are grouped into broad categories:

of the draft
For heuristic

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.

Ethnic Studies (as a subject field)
Ethnic Markers
Ethnic Processes and Activities
Ethnic Membership
(Omitted, for some reason)
Ethnic Collectivities
Ethnostates
Transnational Ethnic Communities
(Omitted, for some reason)
J. Ethnographic and Ethnic Concepts

The concepts within each category are assigned ascending code numbers within
brackets. Thus, concept <A1> in Figure 1 is "a subject field dealing with all
phenomena and problems involving ~~h~!~!~Y <A2>." The conceptual definition is
followed by the terms
ETHNIC STUDIES and ETHNICOLOGY -- commonly used to
label this concept in the literature. Citations to the literature follow the
defini tion. Note that <AI> becomes the t'intermediate lexicon" or "switching
index" that permits unambiguous reference to the ~e~~~E~ without using either
!:~!.:!!!, "ethnic studies" or "ethnicology." Note also
that concept <Al> entails in
its definition another concept <A2> that is termed "ethnicity." Concept <A2> is,
in turn, defined next
Just below the line of dashes, which Riggs uses to
separate concept definitions.

13.

g~ iQ.

19 R2.

d ra f t :

A.

r; T l! NI C S l' UDI

r: : .) ( A S A S f] BJ E C T FIE 1 D)

<A1> a subiect field dealinq with all ~b enomena and pr~bleDs
~nvolvinq g1~nifi11 <A2>
TERMS:

ETHNIC STUDIES:

*

ETHNICOlOGY

*

JA032: <ethnicity> is a principal tool utilized in the study
of ethnic obiects ••• a
specialized interdisciplinarY £iel~
encomoassinq Anthropoloqy, Socioloqy, Histcry, and P~litical
Science
JA032: "2thnicity" ••• alsc siqnifies th e
Social Science snbdiscipline that studies <ethnic o b iects>.

,.

ETijNICOLOGY:
synonymous with
Ethnic Studies as a
suhiect field
but ~ore appropriate followinq the loqic ~f
the ncmenclature of Socioloqy,
Phychclcqv,
Pharmacoloqy,
etc.
AY001:

ES001;
ETHNIC STlJDIES:
needs tc include ether disciplines
such
as literature and Psychology if it is meant to
be
inclusive rather than illustrative.

<CONTRAST: compare with definition of "ettnoqraphy" at <,T1»
<A2> a qeneric concept (includinq coll(!ctivities, pr o c ·.3sses ,
activities, acturs) of contemporary societi f: s, c1 istinqui.3hed
by ascriptive ID££tgI~ <B1> and Ql~Iali~Y
TERMS: ETRNICITY
JA032:
a qeneric term siqnifyinq both a Social Science
ccncept and a class cf social obiects--"ethnic C'!ntities"
ETHNICITY: a composite of culturally definecl m3.rkers.·
(land,
lanquaqe,
customs)
that enable indivicuals tJ
perceive their ethnic qroup membership

HEOOO:

------_ . _---- --- --pow--------------------------------------<Al> anv c0l1ectivity, process, activity, cr actor that may
De characterized hy ~1hnifi1Y <A2>
TEF:1S:

EiH~IC

ENTITY; "ETHNIC ORJECT";

JA032:

"E'T'[i NIC

siqnifies

FIGURE 1:

Definitions of Concepts

PHEN OME~WN "

sccial

ab;ects
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most unusual feature of Riggs' glossaurus is its emphasis on the
rather than the "term" as the main entry. Referring to concepts by
alphanumeric codes takes a bit of getting used to, but it certainly shifts the
focus froln the "label" to the "definition," which is Riggs' intention. One can
refer to concepts by terms through the use of the alphabetized ter a index in
Figure 2. Under "ethnic studies," for example, one would be directed to concept
<A1> •
The

£Q!:!~~Qt

, .. ...

~ .

Reference Figure 2

A final feature of the ethnicity glossaurus is its index to the sources of
the conceptual definitions. A portion of this citation index is shown in Figure
3. One can use this index to locate the conceptual definitions culled froa
specific sources.

Reference Figure 3

3.1 Advantages in Computerizing the Glossaru5
There are several advantages that stem fro m producing the glossarus on a
computer . The first is the simple but important value in using the computer's
editing, for ma tting, and printing capabilities -- what has become known as word
processing. Few people who have learned to use a good word processing prograa
ever want to go back to ordinary typing. Of special benefit to the preparation
of a glossaurus is the provision for easy insertion of new concepts in updating
the definitions. Extending beyond the usual notion of word processing is the
computer-generated alphabetized indexes to terms and sources for the concepts.
These indexes constitute a rudi mentary fora of computer usage for infor ~ ation
retrieval.
Other types of textual analysis could be done with the conceptual
definitions, terms, and sources once they are in machine -- readable form. With
proper progra mm ing, one could create a diagram of the conceptual "networks" that
link the definitions, or one might evaluate the ambiguity of terms used for a
a ultiplicity of concepts.
Development of these innovative approaches to
conceptual and terminological analysis will no doubt emerge from the experience
gained fro m dealing with this new type of terainology data bank.
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The terms listed below are followed by the notation sy~bols
for the records in which they will be found,
and the paqe
numbers containinq thesE records.
The symbols that are
underlined refer to records in which the indexe d t e rm is
de fin e d, ~hereas those that are not underlined refer to
records in .... hic h the indexed term is "entailed," i.e. use d
as an element in the defininq text.
.When a qiven t e r m is
multivccal,
it will be follow e d by two or more underline d
notation symbols, indicatioq the different concepts in the
field of "ethnicity" which it may desiqnate.
If all of the
notaticn symbols followinq a term are not underlined,
t h is
means that the indexed term is "marqinal," i.e.
it has a
tec hnical meaninq outside the field of ethnicity, but it is
used in the definition of ethnic concepts.
Since any
teChnical ter m used in the definition of ether terms within
the field of ethnicity should be "univocal", i.e. have only
one meaninq within this field,
it follows that all of the '
ter ms that are defined in this qlossary and also used in
defininq other terms should be followed by one,
and only
one,
underlined notation sy~bol,
plus symbols that are not;..
underlined to refer users to the definitions in whic h they.
are used.
accomodation, ethnic: ~8.2, 13: C9.2, 14 •
accomoaator, ethnic: ..Ql0_1, 23
acculturation, ethnic: ~8.1, 13
action, ethnic: ~5.5, 11: C8, 13
activism, ethnic: ~8.3, 13
actor, ethnic:
D5, 22
affinity, ethnic 7 ]9, 7
affirmation, ethnic: ~J.1, J
alloy, ethnic: .]11, 7
ambivalence, cultural: ]4.1a, 3 : ~4.3t, 5
ambivalent auto-perception: ~4.1a, 3
a mbivalent exo-percepticn: ]4.3t, 5
antisemitism: ]4.3e5, 5
aparthEid policy: ~9.3e, 15
appeal, ethnic: !;7.2, 13
appurtenance, ethnic:

~1,

Dl0.1, 23

2

assimilation, ethnic:
]15, 8:
~8.1, 13 :
Dl0.3, 24:
D3.5, 22
assimilator, ethnic: ]10.3,24
association, civil ethnic: 15.3, 27
association,

ethnic:

1:5.1,

27:

P5.3,

27 :

C9. 1,

F5.4,

14

28

association, illeqal.etbnic: [5.4, 28
association, leqal ethnic: I5.3, 27
association, r-enitent ethnic' I5.4, 28
a u to-e~ithet:

1211. 1,

24

auto-ethnic practice:
~8, 13'
ell,
C8 .2, 13:
C8 .3, 13'
C8.4, 14
auto- pErcepticn, a mbivalent: § 4~ la, 3
FI GU RE 2:

17

I ndpx t o Te r ms Us ed [or Conc e p t s

C8.1,

13

The works listed below were used as sources of data for this
draft of th'? COCTA qlossary
en "ethnicity".
Note that each
source is preceded
by a two letter code,
~hich
is usei in
the citations
to identify the lecation cf
each quotation.
Some af the sources may consist of letters,
memoran d a,
and
other unpuhlisted documents.
They support the inclusion of
heuristic (scaffold) terms, marked with deuble asterisks, in
a
preliminary draft,
but cannot
be 4.ged
to support
tte
inclusion of terms in a published euition of this glossary.

A1:

J.
A.
A.
lIyoade,
"COCTA-qlossary
(unpublished memo, Julv 1982)

5R:

Yulian V.
Bromley,
"Ethnos and Nation".
A paper
presented
at
the COCTA
panel on
Ettnicity,
IPS~
Can q re s s , M0 s COli, U. S • S. R., Au q us t 1 979 •

CM:

Eric Casino,
"Ethnicity terms and cencepts
for COCTA
Glossary, "(unpublished memorandulil, July 1982)

ES:

Ethnic Studies Proqram,
University of Ha. .... aii,
"Ethnic
studies qlossary" (unpublished memorandum, July 1982)

HE:

ndwaii Ethnic Studies Proqram,
of Ethnic Studies".
A qlossary.

en

"The Basic Ter.minoloGY

~.n:~11Q~_~

XYOO1
AYOO 1
A1001
AYOO 1
AYOO 1
AYOO 1
.l. YOO 1
AYOO 1
AYOO 2
AYOO 2
AYOO 2
AYOO2
AYOO2
AY002
AYOO 2
AYOO 2

AYOO 2
AYOO 2
AYOO 2
AYOO 3
AY003

<A 1>, 1
<81>, 2
<R10>, 7
<B12>, 7
<813, 8
<814>, 8
<815>, 8
<B9>, 7
<C 12>, 17
<C 13>, 17
<C 14>, 17
<C 1 5>, 17
<C 16> , 17
<C 18>, 18
<C19), 18
<c 20>, 18
<c 21> , 18
<C 22>, 18
<C 23>, 18
<C24), 18
<C 25>, 19

FIGURE 3:

Ethnicity"

BR88a <G 2.2>,

30

CMOOl
CMOOl
CM002
CN002
CM002
CI':002
CM003

<B5.1>,
<85.2>,
<03.1>,
<D3.2>,
<D3.3>,
<D3.5>,
<C5>, 11

6
6

ESOO1
ES001
ESOO1
ESO 0 1
ESOO1

<h1>, 1
<86.1>, 6
<86> , 6
<C3.2>, 9
<C 4. 1>~ . 1 1

GOO 00 <,} 1>,

21
21
22
22

34

H EO 00 <A 2>,
HEOOO <B4.1a>, 3
HEOGO <B4.1d>, 4

Index to Citations for Concepts
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3.2 Computerizing the Concept Glossaurus
Riggs' ethnicity glossaurus was prepared ~t the University of Hawaii using
the SCRIPT word processing program on an IBH mainframe co~puter. SCRIPT was
developed at the University of Waterloo in Canada and is marketed by IBM. It is
a powerful text formatter that accepts input from some other editing program,
typically a
line-oriented editor.
In contrast
to
the
more
powerful
screen-oriented editors used in microco mputers, a line editor does not per mit
the typist to move the cursor freely to edit text anywhere on the screen. The
formatting co mmands for SCRIPT appear to be si milar in concept (but not in exact
form)
to those used for other mainfra me and mincomputer word processing
progra ms, such as RUNOFF and (to a lesser extent) FHT, but SCRIPT has more
powerf u l indexing capabilities.
According to revie ws of word processing software in e~~~Qrr~! gQ~2~tirrg
(April,
1983) and IDfQ~Q~1Q
(March 28, 1983), SCRIPT is not available for
.icrocomputers. SCRIPT's basic restriction to mainfra me IBM computers seriously
impairs its ability to serve as a program for processing glossaurus en~ries
prepared in a different computing environment. Of course, concept entries in
the SCRIPT format could be prepared elsewhere, even on microcomputers, without
actually processing them using the SCRIPT program, but the files would likely be
full of errors that would surface when processing the input.
A secondary
proble m would occur by the need to convert microco mputer data files on 5.25"
diskettes into the 9 - track EBCDIC for mat used for SCRIPT processing in Hawaii's
co mputing center, but this might be easily handled at Hawaii by reading the
diskettes on a compatible microcomputer and communicating the file over a
telephone line to the mainframe. Such a conversion is relatively standard and
should be readily solved with technology on hand. The more vexing proble m is
the unavailability of SCRIPT for microco mputers.

3.3 Alternative Hardware for Decentralized Glossaurus Production
While the SCRIPT program is demonstrably equal to the task of preparing the
draft glossaurus, it appears to be unsuited to the decentralized preparation of
gloss a rus entries - - a stated obJective of the INTERCOCTA ProJect. (14]
If the
decentralized preparation (and processing) of glossaurus entries is taken
seriously, one must accommodate the pervasive trend in computing activities -the growth in purchase and usage of microcomputers as "personal" information
processing machines.
This is the indisputable "wave of the future"
in
computing.
Unfortunately,
the tide is not yet in and not all the v essels are
afloat.

14. Fred W. Riggs,
April 13, 198 3, p.

"COCTA
8

History,"

me morandu m to Me mbers of the COCTA Board,
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The problem is that the microcomputer industry is a long way from being
"shaken-down" to a few standards. The modal microcomputer for academics in the
United States is still the Apple, but abroad in Europe it is likely the
Commodore. Because of its corporate parentage, the .JBM Personal Computer is
claiming an increasing share of the academic market and may soon surpass Apple.
But there are other co ~puters in significant use: the Osborne, Co ~modore, Radio
Shack, and the Kaypro (on which this paper is being typed) -- to mention a few •
• -While most of these machines have adopted the 5.25" inch floppy diskette as
a means of data/program storage and transfer, nearly all of the~ use different
formats for recording data.
Of even more significance, many use incompatible
microprocessors, meaning that they cannot run the same programs even if the
formats could be converted. At present, the best claim for compatibility across
different microcomputer manufacturers is the 280 family of microprocessor
running under the CP/M operating system for 8-bit computers. But this standard
may be short-lived, as IBM takes hold and as other 16 -b it computers become
popular.

3.4 Alternative Software for Decentralized Glossaurus Production
Let us suppose that one devises a glossaurus distribution network for the
present crop of microcomputers, deciding to use software that runs on CP/M
operating systems for the 280 family of 8-bit computers. Let us also suppose a
decision to compile the glossaurus using existing commercial software, rather
than writing specialized programs for the purpose.
What software options are
available for the task, in the absence of SCRIPT for microcomputers?
It turns
out that the most appropriate software is not of the word processing variety but
can be classified as a data base management system.
The task of generating a glossaurus is not really a word processing problem
but one of terminology (data) bank management and information retrieval. This
type of problem is suited to database systems software.
As defined in a
"Special Report" in !!:!~~!:f~~~ ~g~ (February, 1983), a database program "allows
users to create and utilize files to maintain information in an organized
fashion .
... Further, it should allow the user to update and inquire of those
files, with the ability to create reports and lists that are organ ized based
upon selection criteria of the user."[15]
Some of the best-known and most
highly regarded database management systems are DB Master, dBASE II, and Quick
File III. The first two operate on CP/M computers; Quick File III is for the
Apple.
A database management system operating on a microcomputer typically allows
the user to design a special "form" for display on the screen to guide
data-entry. This form (or "template") pro~pts the user to enter the right

15. Carl Heintz, "Guide to Database System Software,"
1983), 52-53.

!!:!!~!:f~~~ ~g~,

(February,
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information in the right order, flashing reminder messages if something is amiss
in the data entry stage. Once the data are entered, a good database system
offers powerful search and sort capabilities and the ability to produce both
detailed and sum mary reports fro~ the data base wi tP flexibility in for ma tting
and labeling.
It s ho u l d be cle a r that database ma na ge ment s o ft ware, which off e rs dyna a ic
retriev a l a nd report capabilities, is better suited to glossaurus prepa ration
tharr ~ · ~ord
pr ocessing software,
which
mainly
prints text attractively.
Unfortunately, most database management systems have been devised for handling
nu meric data, not long strings of alphanumeric infor mation. As a consequence,
most database programs are severely limited in the nu mber of charact e rs that can
be entered in a "field" of infor mation. Quite com monly, the li mit is 255
characters, of t en less. All three of the popular systems mentioned above c a n
handle no more than 255 characters in a single field
hardly enough to
accommodate lengthy conceptual definitions.
In fact, the survey of 42 database
syste ms in I~~~~!~£~ ~g~ lists only 5 programs that can handle more than 255
characters in a single field. Two (PFS-File and IFO-Version II) are for the
Apple, and the others (MOBS, Knowledge Manager, and ANDI) are for CP/M
computers.
Fe w social scie n tists have had much experience using existing database
progra ms for s t oring and retrieving long strings of n a tural language text as
required i n glossaurus construction.
The advertised capabilities of the
progra ms see m suited for the task, but their actual utility can be Judged only
through tri a l and experience. There would be considerable value in a proJect
that would investigate the application of these co mm ercial programs to the
CaCTA-glossary. They list at price ranges from $2,500 to $250 for CP/M versions
and for under $200 for the Apple. If one of the less expensive programs is found
suitable, we could, for a relatively low cost, purchase instant compatibility in
the production, processing, and exchange of microcomputer files for conceptual
and ter minological analysis.
We might find oursel ves
engag ed
in
the
decentralized production of comprehensive concept glossa ries much faster than we
had ever anticipated.

Lancaster and Smith remind us that the benefits " of compatibility in
information transfer is resource sharing.
(p.20] Modern technology has great
potential for promoting information transfer:
Computer and telecommunications technologies greatly facilitate resource
s h aring among information services. Indee d, some forms of cooperation,
such as the exchange of very large data bases, would be virtually
i mpossible in a non-automated environment.
[p.21]
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However, reliance on computers
increasingly important.

in information transfer

makes

co mpatibility

Lancaster and Smith explain that co mpatibility ~ p information transfer is
multidimensional, involving the physical medium for information transfer and
processing, the format of the infor . ation being
transmitted,
and
the
intellectual content of the infor mation itself.
Riggs' draft glossaurus on
ethnicity has provided a general intellectual model for
analyzing
the
rela~ionships between concepts and terms in the
social sciences. The spread of
aicrocomputers offers a common physical medium for transfer (and sharing)
conceptual definitions and related terminology.
The use of a commercial
database management
microcomputer program i mposes a standard for mat for
recording and sharing conceptual data. Thus it seems that the ingredients for
compatibility in the decentralized production of concept glossaries are at
hand.
Although the technology has not ful~developed to the point of making the
decentralized production of concept glossaries a routine matter, neither has the
state of thinking about conceptual and terminological analysis. Yet both seem
to be sufficiently advanced to explore the prospects and problems in~ the
enterprise.
We could learn a great deal about both substance and method if a
few dedicated scholars were to
embark
on an innovative proJect using
aicrocomputers and commercial database systems to produce and exchange glossarus
entries in one or more Bubfields in social science.

